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Abstract
Multi-object tracking has been recently approached with
the min-cost network flow optimization techniques. Such
methods simultaneously resolve multiple object tracks in a
video and enable modeling of dependencies among tracks.
Min-cost network flow methods also fit well within the
“tracking-by-detection” paradigm where object trajecto-
ries are obtained by connecting per-frame outputs of an ob-
ject detector. Object detectors, however, often fail due to
occlusions and clutter in the video. To cope with such sit-
uations, we propose to add pairwise costs to the min-cost
network flow framework. While integer solutions to such a
problem become NP-hard, we design a convex relaxation
solution with an efficient rounding heuristic which empir-
ically gives certificates of small suboptimality. We evalu-
ate two particular types of pairwise costs and demonstrate
improvements over recent tracking methods in real-world
video sequences.
1. Introduction
The task of visual multi-object tracking is to recover
spatio-temporal trajectories for a number of objects in a
video sequence. Tracking multiple objects, like people or
vehicles, has a wide range of applications from Robotics
to video surveillance [28]. Despite recent progress in the
field [3, 5, 8, 20, 21, 22, 27], tracking remains a challenging
problem especially in crowded and cluttered scenes.
With the advances in object detection, “tracking-by-
detection” have recently become a popular paradigm for
object tracking [5, 8, 13, 17]. Given object detections in
every frame of a video sequence, the tracking is formulated
as selection and clustering of corresponding object detec-
tions over time. Such selection and clustering problems can
be solved in an optimization framework using carefully de-
signed cost functions. Given an appropriate cost function,
tracking-by-detection is typically setup as a MAP estima-
tion problem [29]. Among different formulations of this
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(a) No overlap term (b) With overlap term
(c) No co-occurrence term (d) With co-occurrence term
Figure 1: Results of network flow tracking using cost functions
with/without pairwise terms. (a)-(b): a pairwise term that penal-
izes the overlap between different tracks helps resolving ambigu-
ous tracks (shown in red) in crowded scenes. (c)-(d): a pairwise
term that encourages the consistency between two signals (here
head detections and body detections) helps eliminating failures
(shown in red) of object detectors.
problem, min-cost network flow [2] is particularly attrac-
tive as it allows for optimal and efficient solutions [22].
The energy minimization approach to tracking enables
global solutions to track selection and avoids early and
error-prone local decisions. Moreover, it also enables
for a principled modeling of interactions among different
tracks. In the past, models of track interactions have been
shown to improve human tracking in crowds [21], to iden-
tify unusual behavior [15] as well as to resolve ambiguous
tracks [20, 22]. Such previous methods, however, either re-
sort to local non-convex optimization [21, 15, 20], or use
greedy methods to enforce interactions [22].
Unlike previous work, we here propose to model track
interactions within the min-cost network flow tracking ap-
proach. We introduce pairwise costs to the objective func-
tion and design a convex relaxation solution with an efficient
rounding heuristic. Although our final integer solution can
be suboptimal, our method is generic and empirically pro-
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vides certificates of small suboptimality. Tracking results
using two particular examples of pairwise costs discussed
in this paper are illustrated in Figure 1.
In summary, this paper makes the following contribu-
tions:
• We propose a new non-greedy approach to optimize
pairwise terms within a min-cost network flow frame-
work. Our solution is generic and allows the simulta-
neous optimization of any type of pairwise costs.
• We propose a global optimization strategy with a con-
vex relaxation that allows us to minimize pairwise
costs using linear optimization, and a principled Frank-
Wolfe style rounding procedure to obtain integer so-
lutions with a certificate of suboptimality. The opti-
mization procedure is empirically stable, allowing the
practitioner to focus on modeling.
• To illustrate our method, we propose two particular
examples of pairwise costs: the first discourages sig-
nificant overlaps between distinct tracks; the second
models the spatial co-occurrence of different types of
detections. This allows us to better model complex dy-
namic scenes with substantial clutter and partial occlu-
sions.
• Using our method, we show improved tracking results
on several real-world videos. In addition, we propose
a new strategy to evaluate tracking results that bet-
ter measures the longevity of overlap between output
tracks and ground truth.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents re-
lated work and the overview of our approach. Section 3
summarizes min-cost flow tracking. Section 4 describes
our optimization framework with pairwise costs presented
in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. The optimization strategy is
described in Section 5, with initial quadratic optimization
formulation in Section 5.1 and subsequent linear relaxation
in Section 5.3. Finally we present results of our method and
compare them to the state of the art on challenging datasets
in Section 6, and conclude with a discussion in Section 7.
2. Related work
Recent approaches have formulated multi-frame, multi-
object tracking as a min-cost network flow optimization
problem [29, 22, 5], where the optimal flow in a connected
graph of detections encodes the selected tracks. While ear-
lier min-cost network flow optimization methods have used
linear programming, recently proposed solutions to the min-
cost flow optimization include push-relabel methods [29],
successive shortest paths [22, 5], and dynamic program-
ming [22]. To ensure globally optimal and efficient so-
lutions, previous methods have often restricted the cost to
unary terms over all edges. While non-unary terms break
the optimality of solutions in general, dependencies be-
tween detections have been enforced by greedy approaches,
such as greedily eliminating the overlapping detections after
each step of a sequential selection of distinct tracks in [22].
This non-global optimization approach, however, cannot re-
cover from early suboptimal decisions.
Additional dependencies among detections can also
be incorporated into the min-cost network flow tracking
by modifying the underlying graph structure. Butt and
Collins [8] follows this approach and minimizes the modi-
fied objective using Lagrangian methods. While the method
works well for the particular type of introduced cost, gen-
eralizing this method to the new types of pairwise costs
would require appropriate modifications of the graph struc-
ture which is non-trivial in general. Moreover, combining
multiple costs within such a framework would be difficult.
In contrast, our framework allows addition of terms without
any modification to the underlying optimization framework.
Brendel et al. [7] and Milan et al. [20, 19] formulate
the problem in a framework that first selects tracklets and
then connects them using a learned distance measure [7] or
a CRF [20, 19]. Long term occlusions are handled in [7] by
merging appearance and motion similarity. While [20, 19]
propose to alternate between discrete and continuous opti-
mizations in order to minimize several cost functions, the
presence of two levels of optimization makes theoretical or
empirical guarantees of optimality hard to give. Unlike this
work, we use a convex relaxation in our approach that al-
lows us to give an empirical guarantee of optimality to our
solutions.
Other methods [17, 26, 27] use offline or online training
to learn a similarity measure between tracklets. These meth-
ods do not provide any optimality guarantee, though. In ad-
dition, training might be difficult in some conditions. For
example, online training to discriminate appearances might
be erroneous when objects move very close to each other
(Figure 1). We avoid such problems by using pairwise terms
to robustify the tracker to detection errors.
Incorporation of pairwise terms into the min-cost net-
work flow formulation has been previously attempted by
Choi and Savarese [9]. Their work, however, is focused
on jointly optimizing tracking and activity recognition. In
contrast, we focus on tracking in particular, and propose a
generic framework enabling inclusion of multiple types of
pairwise costs and providing empirical measures of small
suboptimality.
2.1. Overview of our approach
We propose an algorithm that incorporates quadratic
pairwise costs into the traditional min-cost flow network.
Unlike previous methods [5, 17], which either build on top
of min-cost flow solutions [20] or change the network struc-
ture [8], we propose a modification to the standard opti-
mization algorithm. Such quadratic costs can represent sev-
eral useful properties like similar motion of people in a rally,
co-occurrence of tracks for different parts of the same ob-
ject instance and others.
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While in such a case obtaining the global optimum is
NP-hard [18], we outline an approach to obtain near opti-
mum solutions, while we empirically verify its optimality.
We present a linear relaxation to the quadratic term that is
fast to optimize, followed by a Frank-Wolfe based rounding
heuristic to obtain an integer solution.
3. Background: Min-cost flow tracking
In this section, we describe the traditional formulation of
multi-object tracking as a min-cost flow optimization prob-
lem [29]. We extend this framework in Section 4.
Given a video with objects in motion, the goal is to
simultaneously track K moving objects in a “detect-and-
track” framework [29]. The input to the approach is two-
fold. First a set of candidate object locations is assumed
to be given, provided, for example, as output of an object
detector. Henceforth we refer to these locations as detec-
tions. The approach also requires a measure of correspon-
dence between detections across video frames. This could
be obtained for example from optical flow, or using some
other form of correspondence. Based on these inputs, the
tracking problem is setup as a joint optimization problem of
simultaneously selecting detections of objects and connec-
tions between them across video frames. Such a problem
can be modeled through a MAP objective [29] with specific
constraints encoding the structure of the tracks. The MAP
optimization problem can be cast as the following integer
linear program (ILP):
min
x
∑
i cixi +
∑
ij∈E cijxij (1)
s.t.
0 ≤ xi ≤ 1 , 0 ≤ xij ≤ 1∑
i : ij∈E
xij = xj =
∑
i : ji∈E
xji∑
i
xit = K =
∑
i
xsi

x ∈ FLOWK
xi , xij are integer.
The above formulation encodes the joint selection of K
tracks using the following selection variables: xi ∈ {0, 1}
is a binary indicator variable taking the value 1 when the
detection i is selected in some track; xij ∈ {0, 1} is a bi-
nary indicator variable taking the value 1 when detection
i and detection j are connected through the same track in
nearby time frames. The index i ranges over possible detec-
tions across the whole video. ci denotes the cost of select-
ing detection i in a specific frame (and represents the nega-
tive detection confidence) while cij represents the negative
of the correspondence strength between detections i and j.
The set of possible connections between detections is repre-
sented by E and could be a subset of all pairs of detections
in nearby frames by using choice heuristics (such as spatial
proximity). The quality of track selection is quantified by
the objective in (1).
Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3
S
t
xi
xj
xij
Dummy Source
Dummy Sink
Figure 2: Illustration of a graph used in traditional min-cost
flow. The detection (red) and connection (cyan) variables
are marked as edges and have unit capacity. Every track is
a unit flow that starts at a source S and ends at a sink t. S
and t are connected to all detections.
The constraint
∑
i : ij∈E xij = xj =
∑
i : ji∈E xji,
which has the structure of a flow conservation con-
straint [2], encodes the correct claimed semantic that xij
can take the value 1 if and only if both xi and xj take the
value 1, and moreover, that each detection belongs to at
most one track, enforcing the fact that two objects cannot
occupy the same space. Finally, the constraint
∑
i xit =
K =
∑
i xsi ensures that exactly K tracks are selected
(dummy “source” and “sink” variables with the fixed value
xs = xt = K are added; the connection variables xsi and
xit represent the start and end of tracks respectively).
We have grouped the linear constraints in (1) under the
name FLOWK as they actually correspond to constraints
in a min-cost network flow problem where one would like
to push K units of flow with minimum cost in a network
with unit capacity edges. In fact, these linear constraints
have the property of being totally unimodular [2]. This im-
plies that the polytope they determine has only vertices with
integer coordinates, and so relaxing the integer constraints
in (1) and solving it as a linear program is still guaranteed
to produce integer solutions, making it a tight relaxation.
Figure 2 illustrates the correspondence between a network
flow structure and the formulation (1).
To summarize, the above optimization problem with re-
laxed integer constraint can be solved efficiently using ex-
isting network flow or linear algebra packages [2], and
provides a convenient framework to transform the track-
ing problem into a track selection problem. We use this
conversion as a starting point to add additional constraints
and costs on the selection process to influence it in desir-
able ways to address challenging scenarios that are shown
in later sections.
4. Modeling pairwise costs with an IQP
The above formulation in (1) represents a linear objective
with linear equality constraints (where the integer constraint
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is not needed). While linear terms are both simple and easy
to minimize, higher order models can represent more useful
properties [21]. We suggest to add a quadratic cost between
pairs of selection variables. To simplify the notation for the
optimization sections, we collect the xi and xij variables in
a long vector z. The product zizj then encodes joint selec-
tion of zi and zj – these choices could correspond to a pair
of connections, a pair of detections, or even a connection
and a detection. A term of the form Qijzizj can then either
encourage (or discourage) the joint selection of zi and zj
by having Qij negative (or positive), respectively. Our ap-
proach is to consider a small set Q of such joint selections,
and add the term
∑
ij∈Q zizjQij to the objective. Our new
optimization problem can thus be expressed as the integer
quadratic program (IQP):
min
z
c>z+ z>Qz
s.t. z ∈ FLOWK
z integer , (2)
where the Q matrix is sparse with Qij 6= 0 for ij ∈ Q.
Unfortunately, the above formulation can encode the
quadratic assignment problem which is NP-hard to opti-
mize in general [18]. Nevertheless, we propose an efficient
(convex) linear relaxation in Section 5 as well as a power-
ful rounding heuristic that provides empirical certificates of
suboptimality. Our main modeling strategy is thus twofold:
first, we encode our prior knowledge about the joint selec-
tion of variables using the sparse cost matrix Q (which can
be arbitrary); second we add additional constraints to the
IQP as long as they can be encoded as network flow con-
straints (this is a requirement of our rounding heuristic pre-
sented in Section 5.3). In the rest of this section, we provide
two examples of pairwise costs used in our experiments. We
then focus on the optimization aspects in Section 5.
4.1. Designing pairwise costs
In the following subsections, we show how some tra-
ditional constraints [15, 21] could be incorporated in our
quadratic min-cost network flow framework. We focus on
elements that cannot be simply encoded with traditional lin-
ear terms in (1).
4.1.1 Overlap penalty
Object detectors often produce multiple responses per ob-
ject. This issue is typically addressed by the Non Max-
ima Suppression (NMS) step, which retains most confi-
dent detections within spatial neighborhoods. While NMS
works well for tracking isolated objects, independent deci-
sions produced by NMS for each object and frame often
become suboptimal in crowded scenes where multiple ob-
jects may occupy the same spatial neighborhood. To ad-
dress this problem, we avoid taking independent decisions
and propose to discourage overlapping detections within the
network flow tracking framework. For this purpose we ex-
tend the cost function with the following pairwise overlap
cost:
qovij xixj (3)
for (i, j) s.t. ov(box(xi),box(xj)) ≥ othres
where xi and xj represent two selection variables associated
with sufficiently overlapping1 detections and qovij > 0.
In previous approaches like [22], NMS was implemented
in a greedy fashion. Greedy approaches, however, have
the disadvantage of making non-reversible decisions in the
early stages of optimization. In contrast, our approach
of incorporating the cost (3) into the overall cost function
ensures that NMS is optimized simultaneously with other
tracking objectives. As a result, overlapping detections
may become tolerated, for example, in situations when two
tracks intersect. On the other hand, continuously overlap-
ping tracks resulting from multiple outputs of detectors will
be discouraged.
4.1.2 Enforcing consistency between two signals
In many tracking scenarios, multiple signals are available
for use. For example, we might have a body detector as well
as a head detector. In case they give complementary infor-
mation about the presence of the object, we can be more
robust to detection noise by ensuring that the two tracks are
consistent using a pairwise cost.
For example, let zhi and z
b
i denote the selection vari-
ables (detection or connection) for the head and body re-
spectively. Each set can be associated with its own flow
feasible set FLOWhK and FLOW
b
K . We can encourage the
consistent “co-occurrence” of the two flows by adding the
following negative cost:
−qcoij zhi zbj (4)
for (i, j) s.t. zhi and z
b
j are consistent.
In our experiment, we say that zhi and z
b
j are consistent in
two scenarios. Either zhi and z
b
j are detection variables such
that their corresponding boxes2 overlap more than othres.
Or we have a head detection zhi with a box that intersects
the edge zbj connecting its respective body detection boxes
(and similarly for a body detection and head edge). The idea
behind the latter possibility is to be more robust to miss-
ing detections on some frames: it corresponds to a situation
where a head and body detection would have overlapped if
we were interpolating detections along an edge that skips
frames. Note that the cost (4) is difficult to minimize greed-
ily, since both head and body tracks need to be optimized
simultaneously.
1The overlap threshold othres is set to 0.5 in our experiments.
2For the body detection box, we only consider its top 25% region when
computing overlap or looking at intersection.
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5. Optimization
In the previous section, we presented examples of
quadratic cost functions that we could include in our exten-
sion to the min-cost flow network formulation to encourage
co-occurrence preferences for individual variables in the
minimization. Finding a global minimum is NP-hard [18]
if we keep the integer constraints on the variables (which is
necessary to ensure the correct track encoding). Our sug-
gested strategy is to instead find a global solution to the re-
laxed version of the problem with the integer constraints
removed, and then use a powerful heuristic to search for
nearby integer solution that satisfies the flow constraints
(see Section 5.3). By comparing the objective value be-
tween the “rounded” integer solution and the global solu-
tion to the relaxed problem, which provides a lower bound,
we obtain a certificate of optimality. In our experiments, we
observed that suboptimality upper bounds were quite small,
thus indicating that our optimization framework is stable
and we can instead focus on designing good cost functions.
We now describe several approaches to optimize (2).
5.1. Quadratic optimization
IfQ is positive definite, then the quadratic program (QP)
in (2) with relaxed integer constraint is convex and can
be robustly optimized using interior point methods imple-
mented in commercial solvers such as MOSEK/CPLEX.
These methods can scale to medium-size problems3 by ex-
ploiting the sparseness of Q suggested in Section 4.1.
In our general formulation, Q is not necessarily posi-
tive definite. We can nevertheless use a standard trick to
make it positive definite by defining its diagonal entries to
be Qnewii =
∑
j 6=i |Qoldij |, while using ci −Qnewii + Qoldii as
the linear coefficient for zi in the objective. As z2i = zi for
binary variables, this transformation sill yields an (equiv-
alent) IQP. Qnew is now positive semidefinite [11, Thm.
6.1.10], and so the relaxation gives a convex problem.
In order to scale to very large scale datasets (billions of
variables), one could use the Frank-Wolfe algorithm [12]
which is a first order gradient based method that iteratively
minimizes a linearization of the quadratic objective. An
advantage of this approach is that each step of the Frank-
Wolfe algorithm reduces in our case to the minimization of
a min-cost network flow problem, which can scale to much
larger sizes than a generic linear program solver. Moreover,
each step of this algorithm yields an integer solution. Thus,
while optimizing the relaxed objective (which will provide a
lower bound certificate), we can keep track of which integer
iterate had the best objective thus far. This perspective also
motivates a powerful rounding heuristic that we describe
in Section 5.3. Building on a preliminary version of our
paper, [14] used this approach successfully for performing
3A few millions variables, which translates to several hundreds frames
with a high number of detections for our datasets.
efficient co-localization in videos, where the constraint set
also had a network flow structure.
5.2. Equivalent integer linear program
Another way to make the approach more scalable is to
transform the integer QP (2) into an equivalent integer linear
program (ILP) by introducing well-chosen additional vari-
ables and constraints. We present such an approach in this
section, which generalizes the line of reasoning from [16].
We introduce a new set of variables uij that encode the
joint selection of the edge zi and zj , and thus we would
like to enforce uij = zizj . The quadratic cost component
Qijzizj could then be replaced with a linear cost Qijuij .
An equivalent integer linear program is thus the following:
min
z,u
c>z+ q>u
z ∈ FLOWK
s.t.
0 ≤ uij ≤ 1, ∀ij ∈ Q
uij ≤ zi , uij ≤ zj
zi + zj ≤ 1 + uij
 (z,u) ∈LOCAL(Q)
z,u integer . (5)
Here u and q represents the vector whose elements are
uij and Qij respectively. The new constraint zi + zj ≤
1 +uij enforces that uij should be 1 if zi and zj are both 1;
while the pair of constraints uij ≤ zi and uij ≤ zi enforce
uij = 0 if either zi or zj is zero. We call these constraints
‘LOCAL(Q)’ as it turns out that they define a polytope
which can be obtained by a projection of the local marginal
consistency polytope for the over-complete representation
of a discrete Markov random field (MRF) [24, (4.6)] with
edges defined by the non-zero entries of Q4. Removing the
integer constraint in (5) thus yields a LP relaxation that is
similar to one for MAP inference in MRFs, but with ad-
ditional FLOWK constraints, yielding a crucial structural
difference with the previous works.
An advantage of this formulation is that its relaxed
form is a LP, which can usually be optimized by MOSEK
or CPLEX to larger scale than the QP formulation, even
though there is an increase in the number of variables and
constraints. Note though that the number of new variables
uij created is the same as the number of non-zero coeffi-
cients in the sparse Q, which was indicated by the set Q
in (5) to stress that we do not need to look at all pairs of
edges. In exploratory experiments, we observed that the LP
relaxation yielded similar quality solutions as the QP relax-
ation, but was faster to optimize; we have thus focused on
the LP relaxation in our experiments. Another advantage
of (5) is that we can easily generalize it to handle higher
4More specifically, this representation defines one indicator variable
per possible joint assignment of values on the cliques of the MRF. If we
do Fourier-Motzkin elimination [6, 24] on the local consistency polytope to
eliminate the extra variables and to only keep the three variables zi, zj , uij
for each edge, then we obtain back the constraints for LOCAL(Q).
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order terms in the objective. For a clique C of decision
variables that we want to encourage or discourage jointly,
we introduce a new variable uC :=
∏
i∈C zi. This semantic
can be readily enforced with the constraints uC ≤ zi for all
i ∈ C, and ∑i∈C(zi − 1) + 1 ≤ uC , which generalizes
LOCAL(Q) for higher order terms and yields another ILP
that can be relaxed to a LP.
5.3. Frank-Wolfe rounding heuristic
The solution of the LP relaxation of (5) can have frac-
tional components because the additional linear constraints
from LOCAL(Q) essentially violate the total unimodular-
ity property, in contrast to FLOWK which yields a poly-
tope with only integer vertices. Since naively rounding the
obtained fractional variables to the nearest integer might
not result in a feasible point (in other words a valid flow),
we need a strategy to obtain an integer solution with cost
similar to the minimum. Given the relaxed global solution
z∗, the simplest approach would be to look for the point
closest in Euclidean norm in FLOWk which is an integer.
As z2i = zi for binary variables, we have ||z − z∗||2 =
(1 − 2z∗)>z + ||z∗||2 which is a linear function of z. We
can thus obtain the closest integer point by solving a LP
over FLOWk, as all its vertices are integers. We call this
approach Hamming rounding as dH(z, z′) := ||z − z′||2
reduces to the Hamming distance when evaluated on pair
of binary vectors. On the other hand, the closest point in
Euclidean norm does not necessarily yield a good objective
value (as the search was agnostic to the objective). Inspired
by the Frank-Wolfe algorithm, our suggested heuristic is
to minimize instead the first-order linear under-estimator
of the quadratic objective constructed with the gradient at
the relaxed global solution z∗. Specifically, we obtain the
following LP, which has the usual network flow constraint
structure and thus can be solved very efficiently:
min
z
(
c+ (Q+Q>)z∗
)>
z
s.t. z ∈ FLOWK . (6)
The objective here can be interpreted as modifying the dis-
tance function on binary vectors to take the cost function
in consideration. As previously mentioned, the relaxed LP
solution provides a lower bound on the true ILP (which is
equivalent to the IQP) solution. The difference between the
objective evaluated on any feasible integer solution and the
lower bound is thus an upper bound certificate on its sub-
optimality. In our experiments, we obtained small subop-
timality certificates (≈ 10−3) for our returned integer so-
lutions, indicating that our rounding heuristic was effective
at returning near-global optimal solutions (we note that we
define c and Q so that the objective is normalized between
0 and 1). We also observed that Hamming rounding gener-
ally produced a suboptimality that was around 3 to 4 times
worse than the solution produced by Frank-Wolfe round-
ing. These worse objective values also translated in worse
tracking accuracy (see Appendix A in the supplementary
material5). We finally note that in contrast to the previ-
ous work [8] which could not guarantee that their algorithm
would converge to an integer solution, our approach will al-
ways give some integer solution (by solving a simple min-
cost network flow problem), and can provide a certificate of
suboptimality a-posteriori.
6. Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our approach on several
real world videos and compare results to the state-of-the-
art methods [4, 20, 22]. First we illustrate the effect of the
two pairwise costs proposed in Section 4.1 and evaluate im-
provement over the basic min-cost network flow tracking.
We also argue that the standard MOTA score is often insuf-
ficient to capture the quality of tracking results and propose
a new measure for tracking evaluation, termed re-detection
measure (Section 6.2.1).
Second, we evaluate our method on six videos from the
two standard datasets PETS and TUD. For both of these
datasets, we obtain part of the input (person detections)
from Milan et al. [20], and show improvements over their
approach using the standard MOTA metrics.
6.1. Tracking datasets
We test our algorithm on several publicly available
videos. The first video MarchingRally corresponds to a
crowd walking in a rally along a street (see Figure 1, top
row). The video consists of 120 frames recorded at 25 fps,
and has about 50 people. This video is challenging due to
the high number of people moving close to each other. We
have manually annotated ground truth tracks for all people
in this video for the purpose of tracking evaluation6.
The second video illustrated in Figure 1 (bottom row) is
called TownCenter [4] and consists of 4500 frames recorded
at 25 fps. The video shows approximately 230 people walk-
ing across the street. Finally, we use videos from the well-
known PETS and TUD datasets. These videos depict fre-
quently occluded people moving in multiple directions.
Preprocessing. We run a “head” detector [23] to detect
heads of people in every frame of the MarchingRally and
PETS videos. While we use only head detections for the
MarchingRally sequence, for PETS we use our head de-
tections in combination with readily-available body detec-
tions from [20]. Head detections complement frequently
overlapping body detections and help resolving partial oc-
clusions as well as ID-switches. For each of these videos,
we run a KLT tracker after initializing features within de-
tection bounding boxes. Finally, for every pair of nearby
frames (< 10 frames apart), we connect pairs of detections
5The supplementary material (with videos and code) is available at [1].
6The original MarchingRally video and the corresponding ground truth
tracks are available from [1].
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with high correspondence strength. The strength of corre-
spondence between two detections is the ratio of their com-
mon KLT tracks and the total number of KLT tracks passing
through both detections.
6.2. Tracking in video experiment
6.2.1 Evaluation strategy
Evaluating results of multi-object tracking is non-trivial be-
cause errors might be present in various forms including
ID switches, broken tracks, imprecisely localized tracks and
false tracks. Measures such as MOTA [4, 20] combine dif-
ferent errors into a single score and enable the global rank-
ing of tracking methods. Such measures, however, lack in-
terpretability. On the other hand, independent assessment
of different errors can also be misleading. For example, in
dense crowd videos such as in Figure 1(a), tracks may have
relatively low localization error while being incorrect due to
switches between neighboring people. Similarly, low error
of ID switches can be a consequence of many broken tracks.
We argue that a meaningful evaluation of tracking meth-
ods should be related to a task. One task with particular rel-
evance to crowd videos is to detect the location of a given
person after ∆t frames. To evaluate the performance of
tracking methods on such a task we propose the re-detection
measure as described below.
Re-detection measure. The proposed re-detection mea-
sure evaluates the ability of a tracker to find the correct
location of a given object after ∆t frames. The measure
is inspired by the common evaluation procedure for ob-
ject detection in still images [10] and extends it to tracking.
For each pair of detections At and Bt+∆t associated to the
same track by a tracker, we check if there exists a ground
truth track that overlaps with At and Bt+∆t on frames t and
t+ ∆t respectively.7 If the answer is negative, the subtrack
(At, Bt+∆t) is labeled as false positive. Otherwise, it is la-
beled as true positive unless there exist multiple subtracks
overlapping with the same ground truth. To avoid multiple
responses, in the latter case only one subtrack is labeled as
true positive while others are declared as false positives.
For the given ∆t we collect subtracks from all video in-
tervals (t, t + ∆t) and sort them according to their confi-
dence.8 Given the subtrack labels defined above, we evalu-
ate Precision-Recall and Average Precision (AP). High AP
values indicate the good performance of the tracker in the
re-detection task. On the other hand, common errors such
as ID switches and imprecise localization reduce AP values.
Note that in the case of ∆t = 0, our measure reduces to the
standard measure for object detection. Larger values of ∆t
enable evaluation of re-detection for longer time intervals.
7The overlap between ground truth and detections is measured by the
standard Jaccard similarity of corresponding bounding boxes.
8The confidence for a subtract in this paper is given by the sum of its
constituent detection confidences and correspondence strengths.
(a) (b)
MOTA Prec Recall
NF + Ov. + Co-oc. 55.9% 93.1% 60.6%
Ben[4] Head 45.4% 73.8% 71.0%
Figure 3: (Top) Re-detection results for including overlap and co-
occurrence terms in the linear relaxed formulation (5), vs state of
the art. The maximum ∆t considered on the x-axis corresponds
to the median length of tracks in the video. (a) & (b) Show per-
formance for the MarchingRally and TownCenter sequences re-
spectively. In (a), the overlap term significantly improves over NF
basic. Interestingly, NF basic outperforms the greedy baseline as
opposed to the claim in [22] where the difference between the two
methods was measured only at ∆t = 0 and thus was not visible.
In (b), adding a co-occurrence term to the network flow formu-
lation also provides a significant improvement over the baselines.
(Bottom) Tracking results for TownCenter evaluated in terms of
MOTA measures, compared with results of [4].
To compare different methods, we plot the re-detection AP
for different values of ∆t as illustrated in Figure 3.
6.2.2 Experimental results
We compare our algorithm with the state-of-the-art ap-
proaches on several video sequences. For the Marching-
Rally and TownCenter sequences, the baseline approaches
for comparison are a greedy implementation of the basic
min-cost network flow algorithm with the greedy NMS
heuristic from [22], and a network flow (NF) implemen-
tation as a linear program. In all graphs in Figure 3, the
corresponding results are represented by black (“Greedy +
NMS”) and blue (“NF Basic”) curves. We note that we per-
form a careful grid search over the parameter space for all
three algorithms and show the results corresponding to the
best parameters, to make sure the differences observed are
not arising from different parameter choices, but rather from
limitations of the framework. On the other hand, we have
used only one fixed set of parameter values to produce the
results on the different sequences in the PETS and TUD
datasets given in Table 1. See [1] for the parameters used
and information about the runtime.
In the MarchingRally video sequence, several people are
moving in a crowd in a similar direction. The angle of view-
ing and the number of people alleviate the issue of clutter,
which leads to failure of tracking algorithms that tend to
confuse tracking identities. Our algorithm with overlap con-
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Rcll Prcn GT MT PT ML FP FN IDs FM MOTA MOTP
TUD Stadtmitte
NF 67.9 72.0 10 4 6 0 305 371 26 26 39.3 59.5
NF+pairwise 59.6 89.9 10 2 8 0 77 467 15 22 51.6 61.6
Milan [20] 69.1 85.6 10 4 6 0 134 457 15 13 56.2 61.6
PETS S2L1
NF 93.7 83.4 19 17 2 0 870 293 64 66 73.6 72.9
NF+pairwise 92.4 94.3 19 18 1 0 262 354 56 74 85.5 76.2
Milan [20] 96.8 94.1 19 18 1 0 282 148 22 15 90.3 74.3
PETS S2L2
NF 47.7 87.6 43 1 37 5 693 5383 291 531 38.1 60.7
NF+pairwise 60.6 88.6 43 6 34 3 807 4050 244 379 50.4 60.6
Milan [20] 65.1 92.4 43 11 31 1 549 3592 167 153 58.1 59.8
PETS S2L3
NF 44.5 92.2 44 9 15 20 164 2428 121 189 38.0 69.3
NF+pairwise 45.5 91.2 44 12 15 17 155 2125 44 50 40.3 61.2
Milan [20] 43.0 94.2 44 8 17 19 115 2493 27 22 39.8 65.0
PETS S1L1-2
NF 62.9 89.1 44 18 15 11 295 1425 289 140 47.8 65.2
NF+pairwise 68.9 92.0 44 20 16 8 230 1198 35 74 62.0 62.1
Milan [20] 64.9 92.4 44 21 12 11 169 1349 22 19 60.0 61.9
PETS S1L2-1
NF 31.3 87.4 42 4 15 23 208 3501 101 243 23.7 57.9
NF+pairwise 37.9 89.6 42 4 20 18 223 3141 67 122 32.2 55.0
Milan [20] 30.9 98.3 42 2 19 21 27 3494 42 34 29.6 58.8
Table 1: Table summarizing results over PETS and TUD sequences. Bold indicates best value for each column for each
dataset. Abbreviations are as follows GT - ground truth tracks. MT - Mostly tracked. PT - partially tracked. ML - mostly
lost. FP - false positives. FN - false negatives. IDs - ID swaps. FM - fragmentation.
straints (red curve) outperforms the state of the art by a large
margin. Figure 3(a) shows the re-detection accuracy results
with/without the overlap constraints. Note that the differ-
ence in performance between our algorithm and [22] grows
together with the re-detection time interval. In fact, for the
intervals of 40 frames or more, our algorithm outperforms
the baseline by over 20% AP.
The TownCenter sequence is a video with two comple-
mentary sets of detections corresponding to heads and up-
per bodies. While head detections are noisy but have high
recall, body detections are more precise but are also prone
to more clutter. In such a case, as shown in Figure 3(b)
we leverage body detections to improve noisy head tracks.
Again in this case, there is more than 20% improvement in
AP over the head baseline. Finally, the table in Figure (3)
compares our method with a state-of-the-art [4] algorithm in
terms of traditional MOTA evaluation measure. Note that
while we compare with a “greedy” version of the overlap
term [22], designing a greedy version of the co-occurrence
term is not obvious.
For the PETS and TUD sequence, we compare the results
of our method based on MOTA metrics with those presented
in Milan et al. [20]. These sequences are challenging for a
variety of reasons. First, there is a crowd of people walking
in different directions and criss-crossing each other, which
makes sustained tracking difficult. Second, few full body
detections are available per frame in each video, which
makes adding new terms to the objective function difficult.
Third, since people walk side-by-side there is a lot of over-
lap between detections that belong to two different persons,
hence enforcing the overlap criterion is difficult. However,
as can be seen in Table 1, our method generally has com-
parable MOTA, MOTP and recall scores with [20]. This
shows that our method is able to address complex scenarios
effectively and our cost function is easy to adapt to gen-
eral scenarios. Note also that the camera angle in PETS
and TUDS are very different from each other, which means
that our algorithm is sufficiently robust to these changes.
Thus, we estimate trajectories better (sum of MT and PT of
our method is usually high). This also results from the use
of both overlap and co-occurrence terms in our approach,
which can take into account head detections as additional
information.
7. Discussion and conclusion
We have presented a generic optimization procedure en-
abling addition of quadratic costs to the min-cost network
flow tracking methods. Our method enables modeling of
track interactions in a principled way and provides empiri-
cal certificates of small suboptimality. We have shown prac-
tical benefits of our method for two particular examples of
pairwise costs on challenging video sequences.
Combining different types of pairwise costs into a sin-
gle (linear) cost opens up the possibility of tracking com-
plicated motions. Moreover, while complex cost functions
have more tunable parameters, they could be learnt from la-
beled data using structured output learning [16]. This opens
up the possibility of learning quadratic costs for specific
crowd actions such as panic, street crossing or stampede.
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Supplementary Material
A. Superiority of Frank-Wolfe rounding
heuristic vs. Hamming rounding
In Section 5.3, we described two approaches to round
the fractional solution z∗ obtained after optimizing the LP
relaxation (5). “Rounding” here meant finding a valid track
encoding for prediction, i.e. a z ∈ FLOWk with integer co-
ordinates. The first approach was to find the vertex (binary
vector) in FLOWk with minimal Euclidean distance to z∗.
We called this approach Hamming rounding and is standard
for problems operating on binary vectors. We also proposed
a novel alternative rounding heuristic called Frank-Wolfe
rounding which instead minimizes the linear approximation
of the quadratic objective (2), and is given by problem (6).
In our experiments, we observed that Frank-Wolfe round-
ing yielded solutions with better objective values, as well
as better tracking accuracy, than Hamming rounding. We
illustrate these observations in this section.
For the MarchingRally experiment (where we only have
head detections), we parameterized the objective with two
parameters: a multiplicative constant in front of the detec-
tion confidences, and the value of the overlap penalty qovij
mentioned in (3) (set to a constant).9 In Table 2, we com-
pare the suboptimality certificate values for Frank-Wolfe
rounding vs. Hamming rounding for 6 different parameter
settings on the MarchingRally dataset. More specifically,
for each parameter setting, we first obtain the global re-
laxed solution z∗ to the LP relaxation (5), then we either
round by Frank-Wolfe rounding or by Hamming rounding
and compare their suboptimality certificates. We also com-
pare their re-detection accuracy in Figure 4, which shows
that Frank-Wolfe rounding systematically yields better re-
sults than Hamming rounding.
Case 1 in Table 2 is the reference case where we use
the best parameter values found by grid search, which were
used to produce the results in Figure 3(a) in the paper. For
Case 2 and 3, we vary the overlap penalty weight. Case 2
is a very low value for the overlap term encouraging tracks
to criss-cross each other, while Case 3 has a very high over-
lap weight which means even small amount of overlap is
unacceptable. Results for these cases are shown in the first
row of Figure 4. The next three cases vary the weight for
detection confidence. In particular in Case 6, the presence
of negative weight actually “discourages” any detections
from being picked unless they are connected to edges with
extremely high connection strength. This results in poor
performance as shown in Figure 4 but note that even here,
Hamming rounding results are worse than the Frank-Wolfe
9We suppose a multiplicative constant of one in front of the correspon-
dence strengths; changing it as well would just amount to multiply the
whole objective by a constant, which would not change the solution.
rounding ones. Also note that worse suboptimality certifi-
cates usually result in worse tracking.
Detection Overlap FW Ham.
Case1 0.1 0.0223 4.7e-03 1.4e-02
Case2 0.1 0.0007 8.7e-06 9.3e-03
Case3 0.1 2.23 4.3e-03 1.0e-01
Case4 3.0 0.0223 9.3e-06 8.9e-03
Case5 0.074 0.0223 3.1e-02 1.0e-01
Case6 -1.0 0.0223 1.0e-01 1.3e-01
Table 2: Suboptimality certificates for Frank-Wolfe round-
ing vs. Hamming rounding on the MarchingRally sequence
for different parameter value settings of the objective. The
first two columns give the parameter value for the detec-
tion confidences and the overlap penalty respectively for
each case. The last two columns give the suboptimality cer-
tificate for Frank-Wolfe rounding and Hamming rounding
(lower is better).
B. Video Results
The following images in Figure 5 shows the tracks over-
laid on top of the first frame of the MarchingRally sequence.
Each track is shown in a separate color. The output on the
top illustrates our result (NF+Overlap) and the one on the
bottom illustrates the results of [22] (Greedy + NMS). Note
how in our case one gets non-overlapping tracks while in
the case of [22] there are places where tracks overlap and
criss-cross. We highlight this in videos available from [1] by
drawing cyan colored boxes at places where such ID swaps
happen. See Figure 3(a) for the corresponding re-detection
curves. For the more classical metrics, the (MOTA, MOTP,
IDswap) numbers for NF+Overlap are (27.7%, 66.5%, 11)
vs. (22.5%, 66.0%, 24) for Greedy+NMS.
C. Runtime and Constraints
For the PETS and TownCenter dataset, typically we have
approximately 10–40 detections per frame. For PETS data,
each detection is connected to a detection in another frame
(with a pairwise term) if they are less than 6 frames apart.
On average, each detection is connected to about 10 other
detections for pairwise terms (overlap+CO), which means
the number of pairwise terms is linear in the number of
unary terms. For TownCenter data, we connect detections
over 30 frames to account for slower motion of people and
missing detections, resulting in about 15 pairwise terms
(overlap+CO) per detection on average. While our algo-
rithm runs in about 5–10 seconds on the PETS dataset, it
takes about 30–45 minutes on the TownCenter dataset. This
10
Figure 4: Re-detection accuracy for the cases presented in Table 2 on the MarchingRally sequence. Top row is Case 1 to 3
(varying the overlap penalty); bottom row is Case 4 to 6 (varying the detection confidence weight); Case 1 is Figure 3(a) in the
paper with the additional Hamming rounding curve. Hamming rounding yields systematically worse re-detection accuracy
than Frank-Wolfe rounding.
difference is due to the larger number of frames in the Town-
Center dataset (one order of magnitude greater than for the
PETS videos), and also the larger number of pairwise terms
per detection on average, resulting in a LP with about 5 mil-
lion variables in comparison to about 50 thousand for the
PETS sequences.
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Figure 5: First image of MarchingRally sequence overlaid with tracks. Each track is set to a different color. Tracks on top
show our result (NF+Overlap), while tracks on the bottom show the result of [22] (Greedy + NMS)
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